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ue the TV-show announcer: “Previously.. on 

ISWC..”. With this being its 10
th

 edition, this 

symposium is getting to a stage where many of the 

student volunteers from the early editions have now 

completed their PhDs and have become experts in their 

own domain of wearable-related research. 

 

Think of a student colloquium as another way of 

introducing young students and budding researchers to the 

world of ISWC, with a bit more focus on research, 

compared to student volunteers. Instead of dragging 

buckets of coffee around and pointing attendees to the 

nearest toilets, these newcomers to wearables research got 

their proposals read by experts in their domains and the 

best are given the opportunity to present their research to 

the community at its main annual event. 

 

This year’s ISWC Student Colloquium selected six student 

proposal papers out of twelve submissions for you – a very 

tough acceptance rate! The panel of experts (listed on the 

next page) made sure that the proposals contained 

interesting and valuable research that would be of interest 

to attendees of ISWC, both now and in the future. The 

proposals which were not selected for inclusion in these 

proceedings still received a lot of expert advice to improve 

their proposals, and these will hopefully find their way to a 

future ISWC. 

 

Speaking of which. I’m confident that the proposals in 

these proceedings will grow into quality full papers in 

ISWC in the near future, so “stay tuned” and read the 

following pages as exclusive previews of future research in 

wearable computers. 

C
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Panel of Experts 
 

The following people made sure that the submitted student proposals received tons of 

feedback on their proposed research: 

 

• Sharon Baurley University of the Arts London, UK 

• Mark Billinghurst, HitLab, New Zealand 

• Ozan Cakmakci, University of Central Florida, USA 

• Lucy Dunne, University College Dublin, Ireland 

• Francine Gemperle, MAYA Design, USA 

• Tobias Hollerer, University of California Santa Barbera, USA 

• Nicky Kern, Darmstadt University of Technology, Germany 

• Gerd Kortuem, Lancaster University, UK 

• Mat Laibowitz, MIT Media Lab, USA 

• Kent Lyons, Georgia Tech, USA 

• Walterio Mayol, University of Bristol, UK 

• Wayne Piekarski, University of South Australia, Australia 

• Albrecht Schmidt, LMU Munich, Germany 

• Tsutomu Terada, Osaka University, Japan 

• Jukka Vanhala, Tampere University of Technology, Finland 

• Jamie Ward, ETH Zurich, Switzerland 
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We are developing a new wearable electronic badge that

will enable people working in large organizations to com-

municate, nd information, and interact in more efcient

and intelligent ways. The badge will perform speech analy-

sis and speech recognition using a microphone and state-of-

the-art micro-power electronics. It will be capable of play-

ing audio messages and reminders through a speaker. An

accelerometer will allow us to study how people move and

behave throughout the day: Are they walking to a meeting?

Are they talking to someone? Are they sitting in front of

their computers? An infrared sensor will be used to cap-

ture face-to-face interactions and study social networks. A

2.4 GHz radio transceiver will send and receive informa-

tion from base stations distributed along a specic area

and a Bluetooth module will enable it to interface with cell

phones, PDAs, portable computers, and other Bluetooth-

enabled sensors and devices.

? @+.$(0*-.,(+

The vision that Mark Weiser and his colleagues at Xerox

PARC had in the early 1990’s of ubiquitous computing has

become a reality [9]. Pervasive cell phones, PDAs, personal

computers, and other portable electronic and wearable de-

vices are commonplace in the workplace.

Wearable badges are common gadgets that employees

wear in large organizations to identify themselves to oth-

ers or to gain access to certain locations or information.

The Active Badge developed at Xerox PARC was one of

the rst attempts to augment inanimate nametags with elec-

tronics. Containing only a small microprocessor and an in-

frared transmitter, this badge could broadcast the identity of

its wearer and trigger automatic doors, automatic telephone

forwarding, and computer displays [8].

We are currently developing the rst prototype of a

Wearable Communicator Badge that will allow us to inte-

grate different research efforts at MIT Media Lab. This new

research platform will allow us to study how members of

different teams interact, exchange information, communi-

cate their ideas, and form social networks within large or-

ganizations.

A 9"&#."0!($B #+0 C(.,:#.,(+

More complex badge platforms have been developed af-

ter the rst Active Badge. One example is the SocioMeter,

a wearable sensor package designed at MIT Media Lab to

measure face-to-face interactions between people with an

infrared transceiver, a microphone, and two accelerometers

[1]. This badge was used to learn social interactions from

sensory data, and model the structure and dynamics of so-

cial networks.

The UbER Badge is the most recent research platform

developed at MIT Media Lab for facilitating interaction in

large groups of people. This badge has both RF and IR

communication, a 5 x 9 LED display capable of presenting

graphics and scrolling text that users in the vicinity can read,

an onboard microphone for 12-bit audio sampling, a 12-bit

audio output available at a headphone jack, a pager motor

for vibratory feedback, 3 onboard processors, capacity for

up to 256 MB of ash memory, provisions for connecting

LCD displays, and connectors that allow a variety of differ-

ent sensors to be integrated [4]. It measures 8.25 x 10.5 cm

and weights 100 grams. Its average current consumption is

100 mA and batteries last for about 15 hours of continuous

usage.

The best known commercially available badge system is

the 802.11-based Vocera communications system. With it,

users interact through wearable badges that can be clipped

to coat pockets, worn as pendants, or carried in holsters.

The system architecture centers on a server that maintains
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voice dialing phrases, badge session identiers, email ad-

dresses, telephone numbers, and names. The Vocera badge

provides a voice-controlled user interface and enables in-

stant, hands-free conversations among people throughout

the workplace. It weighs 53.9 grams and measures 10.6 x

3.5 x 1.5 cm. The standard battery (Li-ion 600 mAh) lasts

for 2 hours of talk time and 44 hours of standby time, and it

is rechargeable through a single bay or 8-bay charger [7].

In addition to some of the main features offered by pre-

vious badge platforms, we want to add social intelligence to

the Wearable Communicator Badge so that it will be capa-

ble of:

• Recognizing common daily human activities in real
time using a single accelerometer [3].

• Performing speech feature analysis in real time tomea-
sure non-linguistic social signals and identify the so-

cial context [5].

• Interacting with the user through voice commands to
nd resources and information in a timely fashion.

• Communicating with radio base stations in the 2.4
GHz radio band for sending and receiving information

from different users, and processing data.

• Performing indoors tracking and user localization by
measuring the received signal strength and implement-

ing triangulation algorithms.

• Communicating with Bluetooth enabled cell phones,
PDAs, and other devices to study user behavior and

routine through proximity sensing [2].

• Capturing face-to-face interactions using an infrared
sensor to determine how much time users spend talk-

ing face to face [1].

The new badge must have a small form factor, be com-

fortable to wear for long periods of time (at least 8 hours a

day), and have a long battery life so that it doesn’t need to be

charged every day. To achieve this, the badge is designed for

very low power wake-up directly from sensor stimuli. We

are currently evaluating the total power consumption and

battery life.

3 Functional Description

In this section we present the concept of the Wearable

Communicator Badge and describe the choice of electronic

components that will be used in the rst prototype imple-

mentation.

The output of an omnidirectional electret condenser mi-

crophone (currently evaluating a MEMs microphone) is

connected to the non-inverting input of a micro-power

single-stage non-inverting operational amplier (AD8542),

with a high-pass ltering cutoff frequency of 85 Hz real-

ized via its feedback loop. The amplied microphone sig-

nal is then applied to an array of micro-power single-op-

amp Sallen-Key band-pass lters with constant Q. A diode-

capacitor peak detector is used after each band-pass l-

ter to obtain the spectral envelope in each frequency band.

These four spectral envelopes (85 to 222, 222 to 583, 583

to 1527, and 1527 to 4000 Hz) are applied to A/D inputs on

the microcontroller and will be used for extracting different

speech features such as energy and pitch. The output of a

full audio band-pass lter also feeds an A/D input on the

microcontroller directly for digital audio applications.

Figure 1. PCB front view

A microcontroller wake-up is also provided by a pas-

sive inertial component conditioned by a micro-power com-

parator. A 3-axis MEMS accelerometer (ADXL330) and

infrared transceiver module (TFDU4300) are also powered

up by the processor’s power gate to save energy. All sensor

electronics are powered up only when a signicant sound is

detected (indicating a possible conversation) or the passive

inertial components detect signicant motion. A bridged-

output audio power amplier (SSM2211) drives an electro-

magnetic speaker on the badge.

A 2.4GHz radio transceiver (CC2500) together with an

ARM microcontroller (AT91SAM7S64) are being evalu-

ated. A Bluetooth module (BR-C29A) has also been in-

corporated. A trans-ash memory card socket has been

included for storing data when the user is out of range or

when the badge is used as a self contained sensor package.

The badge will be powered by a 1950 mAh Lithium-ion

battery (CGA103450A) that measures 3.4 x 5.0 x 1.0 cm,

weights 40 grams, and will be rechargeable through USB

(BQ25010). The dimensions of the printed circuit board

(PCB) are 4.2 x 6.5 cm. Figures 1 and 2 show the front and

back views of our rst prototype’s PCB.
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Figure 2. PCB back view

4 Applications

Sensible Organizations This is a new concept of social

sensor network technologies that will help improve or4

gani5ational practices. The !eara%le Communicator

/adge will allow us to 8uantitativel9 and 8ualitativel9

measure, anal95e, and reveal organi5ational d9namics

<9 closel9 looking at interactions and social <ehavior

among emplo9ees of an organi5ation. =ompanies will

have a <etter understanding of how the9 work and how

the9 can improve their dail9 routines in order to in4

crease productivit9, innovation, and jo< satisfaction.

Personal Sales Coach ?ecent e@periments in the Auman

B9namics Croup at DIT Dedia Fa< have shown that

it is possi<le to measure how persuasive a person is

<eing when talking to others, how interested a person

is in a conversation, how much attention a person is

pa9ing to someone, and how effective someone is at

negotiating all <9 measuring different voice features

and <od9 motion GHI. The !eara%le Communicator

/adgewill <e used to track individual and glo<al sales

performance in retail stores and give advice on how to

make interaction with clients more effective.

Healthcare The !eara%le Communicator /adge will also

<e used for a variet9 of healthcare monitoring appli4

cations, such as depression state tracking, eldercare,

triage in the emergenc9 room, and others. Sung et al

GKI showed that non4invasive <ehavioral measures such

as voice features and <od9 motion are correlated to de4

pression state and can <e used to classif9 emotional

state and track the effects of treatment over time.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

The !rst version of the <adge is currentl9 under revision.

Le are <uilding ten of them for our initial studies. Le will

then make it as ef!cient as possi<le and reduce power con4

sumption to a minimum <9 adding a nano4power compara4

tor to detect the presence of signi!cant audio and wake up

the microcontroller. A vi<ration sensor will also indicate

when there is signi!cant motion. Digration to a low power

microcontroller is also <eing considered in case the <atter9

life needs to <e signi!cantl9 e@tended.

Le plan to <uild several hundred <adges and use them in

real organi5ations <oth to stud9 ever9da9 social d9namics

and to e@periment with the different applications descri<ed

in this paper. Le will attempt to measure varia<les such

as creativit9, ef!cienc9, productivit9, and innovation using

this research platform, with the goal of rede!ning current

management practices.
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!
"#$%&'!()!*+,-'.!/&01#-'0-%&'!

!

"#$%! $%&! '()#*! $'(+,-&#.&'! /&#+0! '&,1*+,#/2&! 3*'!

4*'&!$%(+!$5*6$%#'),!*3!$%&!$*$(2!1*5&'!-*+,741$#*+!#+!

(! ,&+,*'! +*)&8! #$! #,! #41&'($#.&! $%($! #$,! 1*5&'!

-*+,741$#*+!#,!4#+#4#9&):!;+!<=>!#$!#,!,%*5+!$%($!%#0%6

/#$! '($&8! 2*5! )7$?! -?-2&! '()#*! $'(+,-&#.&',! ('&! *+!

(.&'(0&! 4*'&! 1*5&'6&33#-#&+$! $%(+! $%&! 2*56/#$! '($&!

$'(+,-&#.&',! -7''&+$2?! #412&4&+$&)! #+!5#'&2&,,! ,&+,*'!

+&$5*'@,:!A?!4#+#4#9#+0!$%&!4&,,(0&!1(-@&$!,#9&!B,&&!

,&-$#*+! CD! $%&! )7$?! -?-2&! #,! @&1$! 2*5:! E! 4&)#74! $*!

%#0%!/#$!'($&!*3!FGH!@/1,!#,!(-%#&.&)!/?!#412&4&+$#+0!

(+! ;III! JHF:KG:C! -*412#(+$! '()#*! $'(+,-&#.&':! L%&!

2#4#$($#*+! *3! ,7-%! (+! (11'*(-%! #,! $%($! $?1#-(2! )($(!

$'(+,3&'!'($&,!4(?!*+2?!/&!M=H@/1,:!;3!(!2('0&!+74/&'!

*3!,&+,*',!5#22!/&!7,&)8!,#0+(2!1'*-&,,#+0!47,$!(2'&()?!

/&!)*+&!*+!,&+,*'!+*)&!2&.&2:!

;+! ;+$&'+&$! 1'*$*-*2,8! $%&! )($(! 1(-@&$,! /&#+0! ,&+$!

7,7(22?!#+-27)&!(!2*$!*3!#+3*'4($#*+!,1&-#3#-(22?!-($&'&)!

3*'!5#'&)!+&$5*'@,!$%($!('&!7,7(22?!+*$!-*+,$'(#+&)!/?!

(+?!1*5&'!2#4#$($#*+,:!L%&!;+$&'+&$!('-%#$&-$7'&!(+)!#$,!

-*41*+&+$! 1'*$*-*2,! ('&!5&22! ,7#$&)! $*! $%&#'! 17'1*,&8!

/7$! $'?#+0! $*!4#0'($&! $%&!)&,#0+! $*!*$%&'! ('-%#$&-$7'&,!

5#$%! -*412&$&2?! )#33&'&+$! '&N7#'&4&+$,! B2#@&! 5#'&2&,,!

,&+,*'!+&$5*'@,D!-(+!*+2?!1'*.&!)#,(,$'*7,!<O>:!!P#+-&!

5&!5(+$! $*!@&&1! $%&!().(+$(0&!1'*.#)&)!/?! 2*5!)7$?!

-?-2&! $'(+,-&#.&',8! 4&,,(0&! ,#9&,! ('&! @&1$! ($! (!

4#+#474:!

L%&! ,&+,*'! +*)&! %(,! $*! /&! 1%?,#-(22?! ,4(228! +*$!

*+2?! 3*'! -*43*'$8! /7$! (2,*! 3*'! 1'#.(-?:! ;+! $%&! -(,&! *3!

4&)#-(2!4*+#$*'#+0!)&.#-&,8! $%&!7,&'!4(?!+*$!5#,%! $*!

)#,-2*,&!$%($!%&Q,%&!#,!5&('#+0!,7-%!(!)&.#-&:!L%'*70%!

$%&! 7$#2#9($#*+! *3! P?,$&46*+6R%#1! BP*RD! )&.#-&,8! 2#@&!

R%#1-*+S,! RRFCTH! B$%($! #+$&0'($&,! (! 4#-'*1'*-&,,*'8!

UV!$'(+,-&#.&'!(+)!32(,%!4&4*'?!*+$*!*+&!4#-'*-%#1D8!

5&!-(+!,733#-#&+$2?!4#+#($7'#9&!&.&+!1'*$*$?1&!)&,#0+,8!

5#$%*7$! '&,*'$#+0! $*! 47-%! 2('0&'! )&,#0+,! $%($! #,!

-7''&+$2?!$%&!+*'4!#+!5#'&2&,,!,&+,*'!+&$5*'@!'&,&('-%!

&33*'$,:!

"%#2&!,*4&!-&22!1%*+&!4(+73(-$7'&',!2#@&!W(+$&-%!

X! R7'#$&2! %(.&! (2'&()?! #412&4&+$&)! $%&! Y#0/&&!

-*447+#-($#*+! 1'*$*-*2! *+! $%&#'! )&.#-&,8! #$! #,! +*$!

&Z1&-$&)! $%($! $%&,&!)&.#-&,!5#22!(-%#&.&! $%&!,(4&!-&22!

1%*+&! 4('@&$! 1&+&$'($#*+! $%($! A27&$**$%! -7''&+$2?!

&+[*?,:! L%#,! #,! 5%?! (! 5#'&2&,,! Y#0/&&! $'(+,-&#.&'!

4*)72&! #,! '&N7#'&)! $*! #+$&'3(-&! 5#$%! -&22! 1%*+&,!

(2'&()?! *5+&)! /?! 7,&',:! L%&! 4*)72&! (22*5,! $%&! -&22!

1%*+&!$*!(-$!(,!(!4#-'*6,&'.&'!(+)!4#-'*6'*7$&'!$*!$%&!

.('#*7,!4*/#2&!)&.#-&,!(+)!,&+,*',!5*'+!/?!$%&!7,&':!

Y#0/&&! #,! ,&$! $*! /&-*4&! $%&! ,$(+)(')! 3*'! 5#'&2&,,!

WE\,! (+)! )&.#-&,! $%($! '&N7#'&! 2*5!)($(! /#$! '($&,! (+)!

4#+#4(2!1*5&'!-*+,741$#*+:!]7&!$*!A27&$**$%S,!5#)&!

4('@&$!(--&1$(+-&8!,*4&!'&,&('-%&',!4()&!$%&!&33*'$!$*!

#+)#-($&! $%($! #$! -(+! /&! 4()&! 1*5&'! &33#-#&+$! $%'*70%!

1'*1&'! 1*5&'! 4(+(0&4&+$! <J>:! L%&! 1'*/2&4! #,! $%($!

A27&$**$%!5(,! )&,#0+&)! $*! '&12(-&!5#'&)! -*++&-$#*+,!

/&$5&&+! 4*/#2&! )&.#-&,! (+)! (! -*417$&'8! +*$! 3*'!

5#'&2&,,!WE\,!*'!5#'&2&,,!,&+,*'!+&$5*'@,:!!

"%#2&! (! )($(/(,&! (11'*(-%! #,! 7,&372! 3*'! ,-#&+$#3#-!

(112#-($#*+,8! ,&+,*'! )($(! +&&),! $*! /&! (00'&0($&)! (+)!

1'*1&'2?! 4(+(0&):! <^>! (+)! <KH>! )&,-'#/&! ,&+,*'!

#+3*'4($#*+! ,?,$&4,! $*! 1'*1&'2?! 4#+&! (+)! 4(+(0&!

2('0&! (4*7+$,! *3! ,&+,*'! )($(:! P&4(+$#-! ,&'.#-&,S!

1'#4('?! '*2&! #,! $*! &Z$'(-$! +&5! ,&4(+$#-! #+3*'4($#*+!

3'*4!&Z#,$#+0!)($(! ,$'&(4,:!P&4(+$#-! ,&'.#-&,!(22*5!(!

7,&'! $*! (--&,,! ,&+,*'! )($(! /?! '&3&''#+0! $*! _.&%#-2&!

,1&&)! ($! 0('(0&! &+$'(+-&`! #+,$&()! *3! (--&2&'*4&$&'!

.(27&,!(+)!/'&(@6/&(4!&.&+$,:!

L*! &+(/2&! ,&4(+$#-! (--&,,! $*! ,&+,*'! )($(! $%&!

,&+,*',!%(.&!$*!/&!1'*1&'2?!)&,-'#/&):!L%#,!#,!)*+&!/?!

4(@#+0! 7,&! *3! ,$(+)('),! 2#@&! $%&! P&+,*'! a*)&2#+0!

b(+07(0&! BP&+,*'abD! <KK>:! P&+,*'ab! +*$! *+2?!

)&,-'#/&,! #+)#.#)7(2! ,&+,*',8! /7$! (2,*! $%&! 0&*4&$'#-8!

)?+(4#-!(+)!*/,&'.($#*+(2!1'*1&'$#&,!*3!$%&!,&+,*',:!!

!

!"#$%&'()#*+,-.'(,'/+(#
!

E!,?,$&4!('-%#$&-$7'&!3*'! $%&!1'*1*,&)!,*27$#*+!(,!

)&,-'#/&)!#+!$%&!1'&.#*7,!,&-$#*+!#,!)#,12(?&)!#+!3#07'&!

K:! L%&! ,&+,*'! +*)&,! $'(+,4#$! $%&! ,&+,*'! )($(! $*! $%&!

Y#0/&&! '&-&#.&'! 4*)72&! $%($! #,! )#'&-$2?! -*++&-$&)! $*!

$%&!-&22!1%*+&:!L%&!-&22!1%*+&!$'(+,4#$,!$%&!,&+,*'!)($(!

.#(! $%&!-&22!1%*+&!+&$5*'@! $*!(!)($(/(,&!,&'.&'8! 3'*4!

5%&'&! $%&! )($(! #,! (--&,,&)! 7,#+0! ,&4(+$#-! 5&/!

,&'.#-&,:! "%&'&(,! $%&! 1*5&'! -*+,741$#*+! *3!

7/#N7#$*7,! ,&+,*'! +*)&,! #,! *3! 7$4*,$! #41*'$(+-&! B,*!

$%($! $%&?!-(+!/&! #+$&0'($&)! #+$*!-2*$%#+0!*'! '&4(#+!*+!

$%&! /*)?D8! 1&*12&! ('&! 7,&)! $*! '&-%('0#+0! $%&#'! -&22!

1%*+&,!&.&'?!3&5!)(?,:!

!
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!
!"#$%&'()'*+,-&.'/.%$,.$%&'

!

"#$%!&'()*+,-!.,#./+!-&0&!&#-!01,!/''&.*/#&$! $/'&0*/#!

)2-&0,.!&+,!.,#0!3+/4!01,!.,#./+!#/-,!0/!01,!.*#5!#/-,!

6+,',*7,+! 4/-)$,! &#-! ',$$! 21/#,8! 0/! 4*#*4*9,! 01,!

&4/)#0!/3!0+&33*'!&#-!0/!4&*#0&*#!&!$/:!-)0%!'%'$,;!

<.,+.! (),+%! 01,! -&0&=&.,! &#-! #/0! 01,! *#-*7*-)&$!

.,#./+.!/+!,7,#! 01,!',$$!21/#,>!&.! 01*.!:*$$! $,&-! 0/!&#!

)##,',..&+%!*#'+,&.,!*#!2/:,+!'/#.)420*/#!-),!0/!01,!

&--*0*/#&$!&4/)#0!/3!0+&33*'!/#!01,!#,0:/+5;!!

?1*$,! @A! &--+,..*#B! *.! =&.,-! /#! 01,! @#0,+#,0!

&+'1*0,'0)+,>!:*+,$,..!.,#./+!#,0:/+5.!+,()*+,!$/'&0*/#!

*#3/+4&0*/#!4/+,! 01&#! 01,!&'0)&$! @C!/+!&--+,..!/3! 01,!

#/-,!DEF;!@#.0,&-!/3!*#'+,&.*#B!01,!4,..&B,!2&'5,0!.*9,!

=%! *#'$)-*#B! $/'&0*/#! *#3/+4&0*/#>! 01,! $/'&0*/#!

'//+-*#&0,.! &+,! ,#'/-,-! *#0/! 01,! GHI=*0! ,J0,#-,-!

&--+,..! 01&0! '/42$*,.! :*01! 01,! K*B=,,! &--+,..*#B!

.'1,4,;! L/'&0*/#! *#3/+4&0*/#! *.! /=0&*#,-! =%!

*42$,4,#0*#B! &! M/N! ./$)0*/#! :*01! &#! *#0,B+&0,-!

$/'&0*/#!,.0*4&0*/#!,#B*#,;!!

O/! '/#.,+7,! 2/:,+>! (),+%*#B! *.! /#$%! -/#,! /#!

-&0&=&.,! /+! .*#5! #/-,! $,7,$;! P,..&B,.! 3+/4! 01,! .*#5!

#/-,! 0/! 01,! .,#./+! #/-,.! &+,! 5,20! 0/! &!4*#*4)4>! ./!

01&0!01,!.,#./+!#/-,.!/#$%!1&7,!0/!0+&#.4*0!-&0&!0/!01,!

.*#5! #/-,! &0! ',+0&*#! *#0,+7&$.! /+! :1,#! ',+0&*#! ,7,#0.!

/'')+;!

?1,#! @QQQ! RST;UV;H! =,&'/#,-! 4/-,! *.! ).,->!

#/-,.! '&#! .:*0'1! /33! 01,*+! 0+&#.',*7,+.! -)+*#B! &#!

*#&'0*7,!2,+*/->!:&5,!)2!W).0!=,3/+,!01,!=,&'/#!2&'5,0!

*.! 0/! =,! +,',*7,-! 0/! ,#.)+,! 0*4,! .%#'1+/#*9&0*/#>! &#-!

B/!=&'5!0/!.$,,2!*3!01,+,!*.!#/!-&0&!0/!.,#-;!

X*B)+,! T! -,.'+*=,.! &!4,..&B,! 2&'5,0! .0+)'0)+,! 3/+!

:*+,$,..!.,#./+!#,0:/+5.!*#!:,&+&=$,!'/42)0*#B>!:*01!

&! 4*#*4)4! &4/)#0! /3! -&0&! '/44)#*'&0,-! =%! 01,!

.,#./+! #/-,! 0/! 5,,2! 01,! -)0%! '%'$,! $/:;! O1,! 2&'5,0!

.0+)'0)+,! *.! &! 4/-*3*,-! 7,+.*/#! /3! 01&0! /3! /)+! MQQY!

+/)0*#B!2+/0/'/$!&.!-,.'+*=,-!*#!DUTF;!Z.!01,!+,4&*#*#B!

=&00,+%! 2/:,+! :*$$! &33,'0! 4&#%! ./30:&+,! $&%,+.! 01,!

=&00,+%! 2/:,+! *.! '/44)#*'&0,-! &'+/..! $&%,+.>! ,7,#!

:1,#!&!+/)0*#B!2+/0/'/$!*.!#/0!+,()*+,-;!O1*.!3*,$-!'&#!

=,! 4&-,! /20*/#&$>! /+! 4&%! /#$%! =,! 0+&#.4*00,-! ,7,+%!

3,:! '%'$,.;! Z! 0*4,.0&42! *.! ).,-! 0/! *#-*'&0,! 01,! 0*4,!

01,! .,#./+! +,&-*#B! :&.! 0&5,#>! :1*$,! 01,! ! [P,..&B,!

0%2,\! 3*,$-! *#-*'&0,.! :1,01,+! 01,! 4,..&B,.! &+,! -&0&!

4,..&B,.! /+! =+/&-'&.0! 4,..&B,.;! O1,! ! [@.! '+*0*'&$]\!

3*,$-! 2+/7*-,.! &! +)-*4,#0&+%! 3/+4! /3! ^)&$*0%! /3!

M,+7*',!6^/M8;!!

O*4,!.%#'1+/#*9&0*/#!*.!+,()*+,-!&0!.*#5!#/-,!$,7,$!

0/! =,! &=$,! 0/! 2+/7*-,! 0*4,.0&42! *#3/+4&0*/#;! @QQQ!

RST;UV;H! =,&'/#,-!4/-,! ).,.! &! 3+&4,! =,&'/#! 2&'5,0!

01&0!'&#!=,!).,-!3/+!0*4,!.%#'1+/#*9&0*/#;!!!

M*#',! 01,! .%.0,4! &-1,+,.! 0/! 01,! @QQQ! RST;UV;H!

.0&#-&+->! 01,! &--+,..! &#-! .,(),#',! *#3/+4&0*/#! *.!

&$+,&-%!*#'$)-,-!*#!01,!PZN!.)=$&%,+!3+&4,;!O1,!.*#5!

#/-,! &--.! ,J0+&! *#3/+4&0*/#! 0/! 01,! 2&'5,0>! .)'1! &.!

'/&+.,!B+&*#,-!$/'&0*/#!*#3/+4&0*/#!&#-!-,.'+*20*/#.!/3!

01,! .,#./+.! 6*#!M,#./+PL!3/+4&0>! 3/+!,J&42$,8;!"#',!

01,! 4,..&B,! 2&'5,0! 3+/4! 01,! .*#5! #/-,! +,&'1,.! 01,!

.,+7,+>! &--*0*/#&$! *#3/+4&0*/#! '&#! =,! &--,-! &.! 01,!

$,#B01!/3!01,!2&'5,0!*.!#/0!/3!B+,&0!'/#',+#!&#%4/+,;!

@#0,+3,+,#',! 3+/4! /01,+! .,#./+! #,0:/+5.! '&#! =,!

4*#*4*9,-! =%! '/44)#*'&0*#B! /#! -*33,+,#0! '1&##,$.!

6@QQQ! RST;UV;H! *#! 01,! T;H! _`9! =&#-! '&#! ).,! UG!

'1&##,$.8! &#-! =%! 1&7*#B! ,&'1! .*#5! #/-,! 6',$$! 21/#,8!

/2,+&0,!&.!&!-*33,+,#0!K*B=,,!-,7*',!'//+-*#&0/+;!

!

!"#$%&'()*+%&#

!

@#!01*.!2&2,+!&!.%.0,4!&+'1*0,'0)+,!:&.!2+/2/.,-!3/+!

&! .4&$$! &#-! 2/:,+I,33*'*,#0! :,&+&=$,! :*+,$,..! .,#./+!

2$&03/+4;!!

?,! &+,! ')++,#0$%! -,7,$/2*#B! &! .4&$$>! :,&+&=$,!

.,#./+! #/-,! 01&0! 1&.! 01,! '&2&=*$*0%! 0/! *#0,+3&',! :*01!

-*33,+,#0! .,#./+! 0%2,.! 01+/)B1! &! .0&#-&+-*9,-!

'/##,'0/+! *#0,+3&',;!?,!&+,! &$./!-,7,$/2*#B! &!K*B=,,!

+,',*7,+! 4/-)$,! 01&0! -*+,'0$%! *#0,+3&',.! :*01! &! ',$$!

21/#,;! Z! :*+,$,..! .,#./+! #,0:/+5! 3/+! *#-//+!

$/'&$*9&0*/#!*.!&$./!=,*#B!-,7,$/2,-;!

a%! &)B4,#0*#B! ,J*.0*#B! :,&+&=$,! -,7*',.! &$+,&-%!

/:#,-! =%! ).,+.!:*01!:,&+&=$,! .,#./+.>! '/.0! ,33,'0*7,!

./$)0*/#.!'&#!=,!-,7,$/2,-!3/+!:,&+&=$,!'/42)0*#B;!

!

,"#-./.0.&'.*#

!
DUF!Z-7&#',-!P,-*'&$!Q$,'0+/#*'.!N/+2/+&0*/#>!

http://www.ame-corp.com/;!
DTF!b;Z;!A&+&-*./>![?,&+&=$,!?*+,$,..!M,#.*#B!3/+!@#0,+&'0*7,!

P,-*&\>! !"#$%"&#'("&)* +(%,-.(/* ("* +$&%&0)$* &"1*

!2/)&"#&0)$* 3(14* 5$"-(%* 6$#7(%,->! L/#-/#>! <#*0,-!

c*#B-/4>!TSSH;!

DdF!383*9)$:#%("':-*&"1*5$"-':&-#*5;%<$4*=$-;)#-* D"#$*#,F;!

Z7&*$&=$,! 3+/4e! www.bb-elec.com DZ'',..,-e! P&+'1!
TSSGF;!

DHF!C;!`).,4&##!,0!&$;>![A,+./#&$!P/=*$,!`)=\>!>%(:$$1'"?-*

(@* #.$* 9'?.#.* !"#$%"&#'("&)* 542/(-';2* ("* +$&%&0)$*

A(2/;#$%->!Z+$*#B0/#>!fZ>!TSSH;!

DVF!Q;!b/7&#/7!,0!&$;>![A&0*,#0!4/#*0/+*#B!).*#B!2,+./#&$!&+,&!

#,0:/+5.! /3! :*+,$,..! *#0,$$*B,#0! .,#./+.\>! 3'(2$1':&)*

5:'$":$-*!"-#%;2$"#&#'(">!7/$;!dE>!22;!dEdIdER>!TSSU;!

DGF!M;!P&1$5#,'10!g!P;!ah'5>!["#!01,!).,!/3!`*B1!a*0!Y&0,!
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!"#$%&'()'"%* +,"* -,.* /012* 32&4'* 5("'4'%%* 6'$%,"*

7'1.,"8%9:*!"#$%&'()*+$),-./0/-1/:*;#<,",$':*=,1%.#$#:*

>??@A*

BCD* EA* F'$8#1#"#G#$* '1* #4A:* H/'%(I$($I* $'.* J"&K(1'&10"'%*

#$L*M",1,&,4%*+,"*5("'4'%%*6'$%,"*7'1.,"8%N*J*M'"%O'&1()'9:*

20,1//34-56$,.$(777$87)*+:*6#$1#*34#"#:*3#4(+,"$(#:*>??PA*

BQD*-A*7'I"(*R*-A*!K('4':*HM,.'"*G#$#I'G'$1*+,"*=40'1,,1K*

%'$%,"* $'1.,"8%9:* 790,:/;-$ <,0=6#,:$ ,-$ <40/>/66$ 8/-6,0$

+/"?,0=6:*S0"(&K:*6.(1T'"4#$L:*OOA*UVWX>UU:*>??WA*

BVD*YA*-0(*R*ZA*SK#,:*H!,.#"L%*%'G#$1(&*%'")(&'%*+,"*%'$%,"X

"(&K* ($+,"G#1(,$* %2%1'G%9:* 8/1,-3$ (777@)0/;"/+/"$

(-"/0-;"4,-;>$ <,0=6#,:$ ,-$ A0,;3B;-3$ %3C;-1/3$ 8/-6,0$

+/"?,0=6:*=,%1,$:*EJ:*[&1A*\:*>??PA*

BU?D* =A* !K0"#(%($IK#G:* H6'&0"'* %'$%,"* ($+,"G#1(,$*

G#$#I'G'$1* #$L* G($($I9:* (777$ 845-;>$ 20,1/664-5$

D;5;E4-/:*OOA*U@XUQ:*E#2*>??@A*

BUUD* [O'$* ;',%O#1(#4* 3,$%,"1(0G:* ]$&A:* 8/-6,0$ D,3/>$
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Abstract

In recent years much work has been done on human

activity recognition using wearable sensors. As we begin

to deploy hundreds and even thousands of wearable sen-

sors on regular workers, hospital patients, and army sol-

diers, the question shifts more toward a balance between

what information can be gained and their broad immedi-

ate user acceptance. In this paper we compare the activ-

ity classication accuracy of four different congurations

of accelerometer placement on the human body using hid-

den Markov models (HMMs). We nd the classication ac-

curacy of a single accelerometer placed in three different

parts of the body and evaluate whether there is a signi-

cant improvement in recognition accuracy by adding multi-

ple accelerometers or not. We also nd the number of hid-

den states that best models each activity by achieving the

lowest test error using K-fold cross-validation.

1 Introduction

Being able to automatically recognize human motion

patterns using unobtrusivewearable sensors can be useful in

monitoring the elderly in their homes and keep track of their

daily activities and behavioral changes. This could lead to

a better understanding of numerous medical conditions and

treatments. Other applications of human activity recogni-

tion range from context aware computing to physical train-

ing, physical rehabilitation, and military applications such

as intelligent outt design for soldiers.

In this paper we study different congurations of ac-

celerometer placement to classify human activities that are

frequent in at least one of these application areas. Eight dif-

ferent activities were modeled using HMMs and continuous

Gaussian observation vectors. Three wireless accelerome-

ters (MITes: MIT Environmental Sensors) [6] were placed

on different parts of the body: right wrist (A1), left hip (A2),

and chest (A3). We selected these locations on the basis

of lengthy discussions with three potential user groups (of-

ce workers, hospital patients, and army soldiers) concern-

ing their general acceptance of wearable sensors. We found

that there was broad consensus about the acceptability of the

chest and hip locations, and so we are developing a wear-

able electronic badge that will be worn on the chest. This

badge will be able to share information with a Bluetooth-

enabled cellular phone that could be worn on the hip and

might have a second accelerometer.

2 RelatedWork

Previous work in human activity recognition using ac-

celerometers has shown that it is possible to classify several

postures and activities in real time. In [3], the authors de-

veloped a two-layer model that combined a Gaussian mix-

ture model with rst-order Markov models to classify a

range of activities including: sitting, walking, biking, and

riding the subway. A single 3-axis accelerometer placed

on the torso was used. In [4], the authors combined data

from three accelerometers and two microphones placed on

different body locations to classify activities performed in

a wood shop with 84.4% accuracy. They modeled most of

the activities using single Gaussian hidden Markov models.

The number of hidden states to model each activity was se-

lected through visual inspection. In [1], several algorithms

to classify twenty different physical activities from data ac-

quired using ve 2-axis accelerometers were evaluated with

an overall recognition rate of 84%.

In [5], the authors used decision trees to classify six

different activities with a single accelerometer, placed on

six different body positions commonly used for wearing

electronic devices, with accuracies ranging from 16.7% to

92.8% depending on the position of the accelerometer and

the features used.
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3 Data Collection and Processing

Three different subjects were asked to perform the fol-

lowing sequence of activities: 1) Sit down, 2) Run, 3) Squat,

4) Walk, 5) Stand, 6) Crawl, 7) Lay down (on the chest),

and 8) Hand movements (while standing). The data col-

lection process was repeated three times for each subject.

90 seconds of data were collected for each activity and la-

beled according to the start and stop times of each activity

performed. The data were divided into nine datasets, each

of them containing 80 observation sequences of one-second

duration. An HMMwas trained for each activity using eight

datasets (640 observations) and tested on the ninth dataset

(80 observations). This process was repeated nine times,

each time using different training and test sets to obtain the

K-fold cross-validation classication accuracy.

We resampled each dataset at f !
s = 50 Hz. The mean

and variance of the acceleration in the x, y, and z axes from
each of the three accelerometers were calculated over 200-

millisecond time slices.

4 Activity Classication Using HMMs

Given a training set of labeled observation sequences

(features extracted from the acceleration readings in the x,
y, and z axes from three accelerometers placed on different
parts of the body), corresponding to each of the activities

that we want to classify, we rst want to estimate the model

parameters ! = (A,B, "), where A = {aij} is the the
state transition probability distribution, B = {bj(k)} is the
observation symbol probability distribution in state j, and
" = {"i} is the initial state distribution for each activity.
Given a new set of observations we would like to classify

each sequence according to the model that gives the maxi-

mum likelihood for that particular sequence.

We modeled each observation sequence as a 5-state left-

to-right HMM with continuous Gaussian observation vec-

tors and two hidden states. Each observation vector was

formed by combining the mean and variance in the x, y,
and z axes from each accelerometer. These features were

previously used in [2]. An HMM was trained for each

class (!1, !2, ..., !C), where !c indicates the learned HMM

model for class c, and C = 8 is the total number of classes,
using the labeled data from eight datasets as training dataset

Tk. The ninth data set was used as the validation dataset Vk.

The HMM toolbox for Matlab developed by [7] was

used to train and test the different models. The log-

likelihood of each model was calculated for each obser-

vation sequence in the ninth dataset. Each observation se-

quence Ol = {Ol
1O

l
2...O

l
T} (with T = 5 time slices) in the

validation dataset Vk = {Ol}L
l=1 was classied according

to the model that gave the maximum likelihood.

The nal classication was obtained as

Ĝ(Ol) = arg max
c

L(!c). (1)

The classier Ĝ takes values in the class set G =
{1, 2, ...C}.
This process was repeated K = 9 times using k-fold

cross-validation. The average cross-validation classication

accuracy per class is compared for the four possible cong-

urations of accelerometer placement shown in table 1.

Conguration

C1 C2 C3 C4

Right wrist YES YES YES

Left hip YES YES YES

Chest YES YES YES

Table 1. Accelerometer congurations

5 Results

Figure 1 shows a comparison of classication accuracy

when a single accelerometer was used for activity classi-

cation. We are able to discern activities such as walking

(65.68%) and performing hand movements (56.30%) using

only accelerometer A1 (right wrist). Accelerometer A2 (left

hip) played the most important role when classifying ac-

tivities such as sitting(66.05%), running (97.78%), crawl-

ing (69.26%), and lying down (87.04%). Accelerometer A3

(chest) was best for classifying activities such as squatting

(75.8%) and standing (77.78%).
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Figure 1. K-fold cross validation accuracy

comparison using a single accelerometer.

Figure 2 shows the average classication accuracy per

activity when combinations of two and three accelerometers

were placed in the four different congurations described in

table 1. Table 2 shows a comparison between the classi-

cation accuracy obtained when a single accelerometer (A1

to A3) was used, and the classication accuracy obtained

when multiple accelerometers were used (C1 to C4).
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Figure 2. K-fold cross validation accuracy

comparison for the four different congura-

tions of accelerometer placement.

Class A1 A2 A3 C1 C2 C3 C4

1 58.40% 66.05% 63.21% 88.52% 94.44% 95.56% 97.78%

2 80.86% 97.78% 96.54% 98.89% 95.43% 100.0% 98.89%

3 23.46% 42.72% 75.80% 72.10% 67.90% 92.72% 82.72%

4 65.68% 41.73% 54.44% 84.32% 77.28% 61.11% 84.20%

5 69.75% 68.77% 77.78% 90.00% 94.44% 97.65% 95.56%

6 45.93% 69.26% 57.65% 84.20% 69.26% 73.58% 91.98%

7 43.21% 87.04% 41.98% 81.11% 76.42% 86.05% 87.16%

8 56.30% 53.51% 32.22% 98.77% 79.85% 55.28% 98.77%

Global 55.45% 65.86% 62.45% 87.24% 81.88% 82.74% 92.13%

Table 2. Classication accuracy comparison

Our results show that it is possible to to recognize some

of the most common activities using a single accelerome-

ter on the chest (with 62.45% average accuracy). Adding

a second accelerometer on the hip or the wrist improved

our classication accuracy by approximately 20%. Adding

a third accelerometer improved the global classication ac-

curacy by an additional 10%.

The results presented so far were obtained by modeling

each activity with an HMM having two hidden states. How-

ever, we think that classication results could be improved

by modeling each activity with a different number of hid-

den states. In some cases, two hidden states might not be

enough for capturing the different stages of a particular ac-

tivity, especially when the activity involves different move-

ments and body positions. Previous studies have not taken

this into consideration and have modeled all activities using

the same number of hidden states.

Table 3 shows the K-fold cross-validation accuracy when

modeling each activity with two-hidden-state HMMs and

when using the number of hidden states, Qmin, that gives

the minimum test error for conguration C4 of accelerome-

ter placement. Based on these results, we select the number

of hidden states,Qopt, that best models each of the activities

studied in this paper.

Class Q = 2 Qmin Var Qopt

1 97.78% 93.33% -4.45% 2

2 98.89% 98.89% 0% 2

3 82.72% 82.72% 0% 2

4 84.20% 88.64% +4.44% 4

5 95.56% 96.67% +1.11% 4

6 91.98% 86.29% -5.69% 2

7 87.16% 87.26% +0.1% 4

8 98.77% 99.01% +0.24% 5

Table 3. Classication accuracy variation and

optimal number of hidden states.

6 Conclusions

We found that the best global classication performance

was achieved when using conguration C4 (92.13%), al-

though it might be possible to obtain similar results using

only two accelerometers. We showed that the global clas-

sication accuracy that can be achieved using a single ac-

celerometer is around 60%, and determined the activities

that are best classied with each accelerometer placed on

three different parts of the body. Modeling each activity

with a different number of hidden states improved the re-

sults. We are convinced that a minimum system formed by

a wearable badge and a cellular phone can achieve fairly

good results in daily activity recognition (80%).
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Abstract

This paper describes the efforts on designing games for

wearable computing technology taken by the 23 students of

the project PEnG - Physical Environment Games. Creat-

ing wearable game concepts we are faced with a lack of

good design principles and therefore found out that some of

our concepts are not very playable. Finding out where our

concepts failed will result in knowledge about what rules a

good design principle for wearable games must follow.

1. Introduction

The design of games for wearable computing technol-

ogy plays a strong role in the students’ project PEnG -

Physical Environment Games, established at the University

of Bremen. The project’s goal is to create wearable games,

that is, games mixing the real and the virtual world by the

explicit use of wearable computing technology to play a

game that is set in the real environment.

Usage of wearable technology is a required but not exclu-

sive aspect of the game as we are not intending to create

wearable video consoles but new gaming concepts.

The qualifying games are therefore partitioned into virtual

and real aspects that need to interact with, resp. that are

modied by the player.

During the course of the project we examined several

game designs. Each design demanded different amounts

of interaction between the player and the worn equipment.

Therefore the player has to concentrate on the interaction

on the one side and the game-play on the other side.

The player’s attention is divided and not focused on one

task often leading to hectiness and or confusion. This

knowledge soon became a design factor limiting but also

improving the possible games by identifying ideas where

the user interaction needed would effectively spoil the

game.

2. What is a wearable game ?

When dening wearable games, it makes sense to look

at the denition of mobile games. Mobile games are played

with mobile devices like cell-phones or PDA’s with small

and limited input and output possibilities [2]. But still it

is possible to convert games, that were implemented for

desktop computers, more direct and easier to a mobile game

than to a wearable game because the in/output devices are

even more limited. It is similar to the effect that occurs

when desktop applications in general are converted to a

wearable computing application [3]. Thus, except for the

used devices, the way of interaction distinguishes wearable

games from mobile games.

According to Steve Manns denition of wearable comput-

ing [1], we dene wearable games as follows:

The player wears a computer, that is seamlessly integrated

into the the game. Therefore the used devices have to be

small and well mounted to the body. The computer system

must be available all the time and support the player during

the game. Furthermore the game is not playable without

this system.

To maintain the mobility character, the player needs to

have the possibility to move freely in a certain area or even

everywhere, depending on the radius of the communication

techniques (e.g., WLAN hotspot vs. UMTS).

The wearable game itself consists of real and virtual

components, were the wearable devices are used for inter-

action between the two environments. To enable the user

to be immersed into the given game scenario, there have

to be two different ways of interaction. Firstly, whenever

possible, functionalities should be automatically performed

by the system. Therefor methods of context-awareness can

help to realise these aspects. Furthermore functionalities

can be hard coded (e.g., when an event has taken place, the

system performs an action) or realised with sensors (e.g.,

the player arrived at special GPS coordinates). Secondly,
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there are functionalities, were the player has to interact

directly within the game. He/She has to full quests and

consider how to go on in the story line or about strategic

means by manual input. The decision how to act in the

game is based on information the system provides either by

displays (e.g. HMD (head-mounted display) or attached to

the body), acoustic signals, speech and/or tactile interfaces

(e.g., vibration signal at a special event).

3. The Project - A Progress Report

Initially our project followed four different gaming ideas

in order to evaluate their qualities as wearable games.

With Stratego we have a strategic game with two teams

rival each other. It is adapted from the eponymous board

game by Jumbo [4]. All players have an individual rank

with special abilities. Each team also has virtual bombs

distributed in the virtual game area. Scoring in the game

is realised by collecting ags that are also embedded in

the virtual game area. Each teams aim is to locate the

other teams virtual ag and capture it. If two players from

opposing teams get in contact, a game server calculates

the winner based on the rank. The inferior player is not

allowed to take part in the game for a certain time.

The wearable computer equipment is used to display

a map with the locations of all players, the rank of the

own teammembers and the virtual objects discovered so far.

Run 4 The Pilot (R4TP) is mixture of a strategic game and

an action game. It was created by the project group based

on the idea of paper chases. Like in Stratego we have two

opposing teams. Each team’s goal is to nd and rescue

a virtual aircraft pilot who crashed in the game area and

possesses valuable information. The games area is covered

with previously placed real items that represent wreckage

from the aircraft. Every piece of wreckage provides

information by using wireless technology (Bluetooth). This

information needs to be analysed by team members and

holds clues about the location of the pilot. By collecting

and analysing wreckage the pilot’s location gets more

precise for the teams.

With Hot Spotting one project group created a pure

action game. Again two teams are rivalling for points.

Collecting points is done simply by standing near a

WLAN-Hotspot, but each player is equipped with an

Infrared-Weapon (realised with remote controls) and can

harm a player virtually by shooting with it. A shot taken

reduces a players virtual energy level maintained by the

wearable computer. If the energy is depleted a player has to

return to the team base to recover.

TROIA is a different approach in setting up a game

environment.

The players are equipped with a wearable device is used

to locate the player by infrared signals. The game area is

dened by an articial room where the walls and the ceiling

are covered by low resolution LED-displays. We have

created a multi-player version of the classic Pong-game

concept where each player in the room has an own paddle

and scores by hitting targets with a moving ball. The

paddles, targets and the ball are virtual objects displayed

on the walls. By moving, the players move their paddle in

order to deect the ball.

Studying the different games, we found that the play-

ers were exhausted in a short period of time. This effect

can be attributed to the high importance of movement for

the gameplay. Additionally this also leads to a higher

possibility of damaging worn equipment during the game.

While the ideas looked promising in the beginning we

found out that the dynamical behaviour of interaction

between virtual and real game elements is very hard to

predict. Moving with wearable equipment is a limiting

factor for wearable games and great care has to be taken to

balance the weight of movement and the physical limits of

players in gameplay. This can be seen as a design principle

yet to be developed but with a strong effect on game design

for wearable games.

4. Methods

In our project we initially started to collect ideas for

physical environment games that are supported by wearable

computing devices.

In order to evaluate our concepts, the games were played

without using wearable devices where the device’s tasks

were carried out by project members (that is, guiding the

players if needed and ensuring conformance to the rules of

the game).

Additionally, some game aspects were evaluated by creat-

ing software prototypes.

Along the four mentioned games we see that the adaption

of board and desktop games on wearables fails!

Based on this experience we try to nd new design

principles for wearable games. In doing so we decided to

borrow and adapt design patterns used for mobile games.

The book Game Design Patterns for Mobile Games by Ola

Davidsson, et. al. [5] shows some important models which

have to be taken in account when creating games on mobile

platforms. Keeping this knowledge in mind we try to take

new approaches in analysing game concepts and scenarios.
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Our current approach in game concept analysis is to

divide the whole concept into different atomic constituent

sub-concepts. These sub-concepts would be analysed from

three distinct points of view. Also these analysis where

independent from each other the results will be taken in

account for nding a game concept.

TEC-Analysis:

First we analyse a concept along technical feasibility. We

look at the target platform and the resources we have to

acquire in order to realise it. Therefore several technical

possibilities to implement a concept and their effects on the

game are analysed.

BIZ-Analysis:

The second analysis is taking into account economical

feasibility. Because we have limited nancial capacities in

our project this is a very limiting criterion. If a sub-concept

needs a platform which is unaffordable the whole game

concept cannot be further followed.

FUN-Analysis:

The nal inspection is considering the amount of fun a

concept brings into a game concept. Each sub-concept is

assigned a score and a high-score is formed by summing

them up. The high-score gives us an indication of the

overall fun factor of the game concept.

If we nd a game sub-concept that is technically fea-

sible, affordable and has a high fun factor it makes sense to

implement it.

When the analysis was nished, a library of usable sub-

concepts was created, of which each sub-concept can be

easily appended to an implementation of a game concept or

makes it easy to analyse the sub-concepts of a new game

idea for the technical, economic and fun factors.

5. Related Work

ArQuake [6] is an adaption of the desktop rst-person

shooter Quake from iD Software. When developing this

game, they primarily concentrated on user interfaces,

tracking and the conversion of desktop applications to AR

environments. The game that arised from their work fulls

all these requirements and truly shows, that an adaption of

a desktop game to an AR application is possible. What this

project did not take into account, is the physical strain of

the users.

The WUI Toolkit [7] is an approach to design a toolkit

for adaptive, context-aware user interfaces for wearable

devices. Therefore, guidelines are proposed to develop a

toolkit that satises the requirements of wearable comput-

ing user interfaces.

In Game Design Patterns for Mobile Games [5] mobile

games are analysed according to their game-play mechan-

ics. Game design patterns were used to evaluate existing

games for mobile devices.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, based on our prototypes, we have showed

the adaption problems of traditional computer game con-

cepts to wearable computers, which need to be very dy-

namic to interact with the physical environment. Therefore,

our suggestion is to solve this adaptation problem at the de-

sign stage. Besides, we have described how our analysing

methods assist to nd new design approaches for wearable

games. Our next step in the future is to nd and implement

a concrete game concept with the use of these design prin-

ciples.
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Abstract

In wearable computing environments, a wearable com-

puter runs various applications with various sensors (wear-

able sensors). Since conventional wearable systems do

not manage the power supply exibly, they consume ex-

cess power for unused sensors. Additionally, sensors fre-

quently become unstable for several reasons such as sen-

sor breakdown. It is difcult for application engineers to

detect the instability. To solve these problems, we have

developed a new sensor management device called CLAD

(Cross-Linkage for Assembled Devices) that has various

functions for power management and sensed data manage-

ment. CLAD improves data accuracy and operational reli-

ability.

1. Introduction

Recently, because of computer downsizing, wearable

computing is attracting a great deal of attention. Wearable

computing has the following three features compared to

conventional computing, (1) Handsfree, (2) Power is always

on, (3) Enhances people’s daily lives[1]. With wearable sen-

sors, wearable computers provide various services such as

navigation, health care, and context-aware systems[2].

Conventional systems using multiple sensors have sev-

eral problems. For example, a navigation system using

GPS, accelerometer, and gyro sensor to acquire position[3]

has high accuracy but heavy power consumption because it

uses all sensors at all times. However, GPS is unavailable

indoors, and sensors frequently become unstable because of

breakdowns, power shortages, overcurrents and so on. It is

difcult to detect the instability from only the sensed data.

To solve these problems, we have developed a new sen-

sor management device called CLAD (Cross-Linkage for

Assembled Devices) that has various functions for power

management and sensing data management.

Figure 1. System structure of CLAD

2. System Design

In wearable environments, though a computer is always

on, sensing is not always required. A user can equip multi-

ple kinds of sensors, which consumes a lot of power. CLAD

is placed between the wearable computer and wearable sen-

sors, and it manages sensors to enable (1) exible power-

supply control to save energy, (2) exible error control to

achieve sensing accuracy and hardware error recovery.

2.1. System structure

Figure 1 shows the system structure of CLAD. CLAD

has its own power source and manages sensors connected

to it. Moreover, it monitors the voltage and current to de-

tect power shortages and overcurrents. Each sensor unit has

its own information about one sensor’s type, accuracy, out-

put range, start-up time, operating voltage, and operating

current. Each unit has a CPU to hold this information and

answer CLAD’s calls.

Table 1 shows the control commands for CLAD. Table

1(a) shows the control commands from CLAD to sensors

for managing power control and sensing data requests, Ta-

ble 1(b) shows the commands from CLAD to PC for no-

tifying CLAD status, and Table 1(c) shows the commands
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Table 1. Command tables

(a)Sensor control command

Command

Power off

Sensing data request

Prole request

Power on

(b)PC control command

Command

Overvoltage

Overcurrent

Data anomaly

Sensor anomaly

CLAD Startup

CLAD End

(c)CLAD control command

Command

Pseudo data generation
On

Off

Filtering
On

Off

Data merging
On

Off

Change importance
High

Low

Change criteria

Importance

Rareness

Power consumption

Accuracy

Startup time

Power supply
Start

Stop

Sensing
Start

Stop

Prole information request

CLAD end

from PC to CLAD for controlling CLAD functions. When

a new sensor is attached to CLAD, it sends prole informa-

tion to CLAD. Then, CLAD sends commands to the sen-

sor for controlling it based on requests from the PC. When

CLAD detects sensor errors or other troubles, it sends an

alert to the PC and addresses them.

2.2. CLAD function

The functions of CLAD are divided into power manage-

ment and data management. The features contributing to

each function are shown in Table 2.

2.2.1 Power management

Alternative device retrieval and changeover

CLAD detects sensor anomalies from consecutive outly-

ing data or sensor disconnections, etc. In such cases, CLAD

refers to prole information and uses an alternative devices

if they exsit.

Power saving

CLAD always monitors the internal power source. In

Figure 2. CLAD prototype

case of a power shortage, it cuts down on power consump-

tion by stopping the power supply to part of the sensors ac-

cording to a refusal policy.

Overcurrent detection

When detecting an overcurrent, CLAD stops all power

supplies for safety.

2.2.2 Data management

Filtering

When sensed data is outlying based on the prole infor-

mation, the data is automatically ltered.

Data merging

When the same kind of multiple sensors are attached to

CLAD, it merges their data to improve accuracy.

Pseudo data generation

If CLAD nds no alternative device during alternative

device retrieval, it generates pseudo data. The pseudo data

is generated from learned data or relationships to other sen-

sors’ data. This function improves a operational reliability.

Error detection

CLAD detects errors and uses alternative devices or gen-

erates pseudo data. Additionally, since CLAD noties the

PC of these errors, applications can deal with the errors indi-

vidually such as by displaying a message to induce a battery

change.

3. Implementation

We implemented a CLAD prototype using a Microchip

PIC16F873A as a processing unit. We implemented the

system software on a Microchip MPLAB using CCS PIC

C Compiler. The CLAD prototype and wearable sensors

are shown in Figure 2. Table 3 shows the specications of

the prototype. Each wearable sensor has a processing unit

that carries out communication control. CLAD measures

the power source voltage using a Zener diode, and we use a
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Table 2. Features of CLAD!!!!!!!!Feature

Function Power managemet Data management

Alternative device Power save Overcurrent detection Pseudo data Error detection Filtering Data merging

Power control ! ! !
Prole information ! ! ! ! ! !
Voltage check ! ! !
Current check ! !

Sensing data management ! !

Table 3. CLAD specications

Connection method RS232C

Power source 4 dry batteries (AA)

Communication speed 9600 bps (Max.)

Size(main body) W 76 " H 13 " D 70 mm

Weight
Without battery and cable 130 g

With battery and cable 292 g

Power consumption 0.05 W

Current Transducer LTS6-NP by LEM for current monitor-

ing.

Figure 4 shows the power saving function of CLAD. Us-

ing ve accelerometers, there are two lines in the graph, that

indicating the power consumptions using CLAD and not us-

ing it. The power consumption does not change without

CLAD because all sensors are always active. In contrast,

CLAD decreases the power consumption by changing the

number of active sensors.

4. Consideration

As an example of how CLAD is used, we consider a lo-

cating system using GPS, accelerometer, and gyro. GPS is

not able to get information indoors and makes accidental

errors. An accelerometer and a gyro sensor are able to de-

tect users’ actions in detail, but errors accumulate as we use

them. CLAD automatically adapts to the situation.

Many context-aware systems employ probability-based

matching with multiple accelerometers. If the amount of

input data decreases due to sensor breakdown, cognitive ac-

curacy drops off. We implemented a context-aware system

using CLAD and evaluated cognitive accuracy with pseudo-

data. We used 5 accelerometers and dropped them out in all

combinations (31 patterns). The result shows that the use

of pseudo-data achieves higher accuracy compared with not

using pseudo-data (average improvement 7.46%).

In related work, Personal Mobile Hub[4] serves as the

focal point for all devices worn by the user. Since it sup-

ports multiple wireless protocols, devices that have differ-

ent protocols can communicate. It however does not work

for problems such as power shortages or exothermic heat.

Therefore, the hub serves only as a router and gateway.

Figure 3. Active sensors vs. power consump-
tion

5. Conclusion

We have designed and implemented CLAD, which is

a management device for wearable sensors. CLAD saves

power by dynamically managing sensor power and achieves

high data reliability through management of sensed data and

error control. It was clear from the evaluation experiment

that CLAD saves power. By having sensors dynamically

cover defects with each other, CLAD improves power ef-

ciency and operational reliability.
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